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To all 752 registered atlassers, a big high five for all the hard work and atlassing in 2011!
Together, we have now exceeded 10,000 hours of atlassing. THANK YOU!

First Confirmed Breeding of Snowy Egret in Manitoba!

*

C. Artuso

Ken De Smet has just found breeding Snowy Egrets at Whitewater Lake. This is
the first confirmed breeding of this species in Manitoba and possibly only the
second confirmed breeding record in Canada. After last year’s confirmed Blackheaded Grosbeak and Western Tanager, this is another feather in the atlas’s cap as
we continue to augment our knowledge of this province’s avifauna!
The story of how Ken found his Snowy Egrets is noteworthy. He had been
Snowy Egret Breeding Range.
atlassing in a priority square and noticed a heron and cormorant colony in flooded
Map used with permission of
trees and shrubs at the west end of Whitewater Lake. After several unsuccessful
Cornell Lab of Ornithology
attempts to approach this colony, he borrowed a canoe from the Turtle Mountain
(data from NatureServe).
Conservation District. When Ken finally got close to the colony, he noted nesting
Whitewater Lake marked by *
Double-crested Cormorants, Black-crowned Night-Herons (>400 juveniles),
Great Egrets (16 active nests, apparently the first nesting record in SW Manitoba in decades), Cattle Egrets (43 active
nests), and, finally, a nest of Snowy Egret with large young and even a single Little Blue Heron. Unfortunately, Ken
could not confirm breeding of the Little Blue Heron but confirming nesting Snowy Egret was already a great
achievement. So, Little Blue Heron will have to remain a hypothetical nester in the province for at least one more year.
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Atlas Events
Sept 30:

Data Entry Deadline

The sooner you enter your data or mail us your completed forms, the easier it is
for us to prepare our summaries and reports and to make plans for next year. It is
exciting to see the maps develop and to see your name in the data summaries. It
is best to enter the data as close as possible to the date it was obtained; however,
we recognise that this is a busy time of year. If you feel that it is not possible to
get us your data before September 30th, please do not hesitate to contact Bonnie
or Rheanna or phone us at 204-945-7758 or toll-free at 1-800-214-6497.
Maps:
http://birdatlas.mb.ca/mbdata/maps.jsp?lang=en
Data Summary: http://birdatlas.mb.ca/mbdata/datasummaries.jsp?lang=en
Bonnie Chartier: mbatlas@birdscanada.org
Rheanna Fraser: r_fraser@rogers.com

Oct 1:

Rheanna Fraser joined us on May
18th 2011 as one of the 2011 field
crew. After training for two
weeks in Riding Mountain
National Park, she went north and
completed 692 point counts over
the course of the summer. A
phenomenal effort!
Though she hails from Ottawa,
Rheanna decided to stay in
Manitoba for an additional six
months as our Science Horizons
Youth Intern. She will be
returning to her studies in
Carleton University in 2012. If
you need help with any aspect of
atlassing, or have questions
arising from this newsletter,
please feel free to contact her.
Thank you to Environment
Canada’s Science Horizons
program for making this
internship possible.
Bonaparte's Gull

Volunteer Appreciation Picnic,
Oak Hammock Marsh (1 – 4pm)

This is our way of saying thank you to everyone who has participated in 2011! It
is also a great time to swap experiences and ask questions about atlassing. We
will assemble at the main mound at 1 pm for a picnic lunch. Please bring your
own lunch and drinks. If it rains we will move inside to the Canvasback Room.
Of course, bring your binoculars as there can be lots of migrants to see at this
time of year. You may even walk away with one of our great door prizes.
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Katharine Schulz
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2011 – A Significant Achievement
Rheanna Fraser

ATLAS STATS (as of Sept 5th 2011)
Registered Atlassers:
General Atlassing:
Point Counts:
# Species:

752
10,220 hours in 1,728 squares
8,452 point counts in 649 squares
280 = 247 confirmed, 21 probable, 12 possible
Who counts for you?
REGIONAL SUMMARY (as of September 5th, 2011)

1,730 hrs in 245 (of 258) squares
1,766 point counts in 128 squares
678 hrs in 173 (of 201) squares
1,049 point counts in 73 squares
1138 hrs in 125 (of 140) squares
414 point counts in 37 squares
1,078 hrs in 119 (of 151) squares
390 point counts in 43 squares

– 200 species (breeding evidence ≥ possible)

Region 5:

879 hrs in 84 (of 145) squares
328 point counts in 22 squares

– 184 species

Region 6:

904 hrs in 138 (of 280) squares
440 point counts in 35 squares
1,529 hrs in 260 (of 434) squares
1,783 point counts in 125 squares
259 hrs in 120 (of 302) squares
5 point counts in 1 square
139 hrs in 78 (of 380) squares
273 point counts in 20 squares

– 197 species

464 hrs in 70 (of 881) squares
263 point counts in 28 squares
586 hrs in 175 (of 1176) squares
829 point counts in 65 squares
378 hrs in 68 (of 960) squares
638 point counts in 47 squares
54 hrs in 18 (of 775) squares
27 point counts in 3 squares

– 141 species

367 hrs in 54 (of 882) squares
247 point counts in 22 squares

– 122 species

Region 1:
Region 2:
Region 3:
Region 4:

Region 7:
Region 8:
Region 9:
Region 10:
Region 11:
Region 12:
Region 13:

Region 14:

– 183 species
– 182 species
– 193 species

– 200 species
– 169 species
– 153 species

– 160 species
– 121 species
– 93 species
Can you guess who we are?
(Photos: Christian Artuso)

Slowly but surely, our coverage is getting better and better!
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The Big Picture

Effort 2011

Effort 2010

Effort 2011

Great job,
everyone!

Sedge Wren
by
Bob Shettler
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Black Tern Summer

From the Field

Photos and story by Linda Boys
Black Terns have always been of great interest to me.
Their sleek appearance, watching them darting across
the water, hovering, and their aggressive behaviour
when nesting are fascinating. Photographing them in
flight is a challenge I’m always up for, and the terns
are occasionally obliging.
This year on June 10th when I stopped at my favourite
tern spot on Road 78N, I noticed several terns nesting
in the reeds near the road. As the terns changed sitting
duties, I noticed a nest containing two eggs, mottled
brown and black. On June 26th a tern was still on the
nest but may have had nestlings under her judging
from how she sat.
On July 3rd I found fairly big, downy chicks, camouflaged in
the reeds with their mottled brown and black colouring
similar to the eggs from which they’d hatched. Camouflage
in the bird world always amazes me. I would not have seen
them if the parent wasn’t there. At this stage one parent was
always sitting with the young but two days later the young
were deemed big enough to sit on their own.

By July 15th the chicks had changed quite a bit. They
were growing feathers, grey and white in colour. The
parents seemed to be feeding them leeches. The nests
varied in size, containing one to three chicks. I never
got out of the car and found the terns were agitated
when I first drove up but soon forgot I was there and
went about their duties.

By August 1st the terns had fledged but were still being fed by
the parents. The immature terns were a fuzzy grey and white.
This is the first year I have noticed a nest so close to the road
and I wondered if the unusually high water had something to
do with their choice of site. Regardless, it allowed me the
pleasure of watching the terns grow all summer.
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Hard at Work

From the Field cont’d

Photo and story by Gary Budyk
I came upon this Black-backed Woodpecker while atlassing in the Agassiz Provincial Forest. As usual, upon exiting
the vehicle I stopped to listen for songs and calls. The sound of muffled tapping immediately caught my ear. I scanned
the area but saw nothing.
Suspecting that one of the "three-toed" woodpeckers might be
responsible, I began to investigate the area more closely. Of
course, the tapping stopped as I zeroed in on the spot! But after it
started again I was able to track the noise to a nest hole about 3
meters up in a jack pine. A circle of bark outside the nest hole
had been chiseled away, revealing fresh bright wood. I surmised
that the resulting sap may be a deterrent to possible predators.
The tapping stopped, and I looked up at the nest hole to see a
male Black-backed Woodpecker (BBWO) peeking out from the
hole for a moment. Back down he went, then back up he came
with a beak full of wood shavings. He continued to chip away
inside the hole, removing wood chips every so often or just
resting in the entrance. I returned to my vehicle to retrieve my
camera and upon returning found the male BBWO resting in the
entrance, right on cue! I thanked him for his co-operation, wished
him and his mate "good luck" and made a plan to re-visit the area
once his family had hatched.
I returned to the nest sixteen days after first observing the nesthole excavation. I was delighted to observe a female BBWO
leaving and then re-entering the nest hole. She was away from the
nest for a very short time and was not carrying food upon
returning, so I surmised that the eggs were still being incubated. I
upgraded my previous breeding evidence code from “N” to "AE,”
confirmed breeding!

Greater Yellowlegs Nest
by Joel Kayer
While monitoring the health of a 2010 jack pine plantation on May 30/2011, I had the opportunity to observe a Greater
Yellowlegs (GRYE) nest in Atlas square 14LE78 (East side of Clearwater Lake). While walking through a cutover, I
noticed an adult GRYE sitting on what was presumed to be a nest from mere feet away. Thinking I might be able to
get a picture of it sitting on its nest, I walked past it and got my camera ready. But this was to no avail as the bird
flushed just before a picture could be taken. The bird’s identity was clear with its long yellow legs, loud calling, and
aggressive dive bombing. A couple of quick pictures were taken of the nest before the area was vacated. Oddly, only
one adult was observed in the area.
I have located a few GRYE nests over the years, usually without a camera. All have been in similar habitat types; two
to eight year old cutover that is lightly vegetated. Normally the areas are quite dry with the only available water found
in temporary shallow depressions on roads or in cutover ruts. The nests are usually quite difficult to locate as the adults
are aggressive from several hundred meters away from the actual nest site. Often the area has to be revisited in order to
pinpoint the actual nest, simply eggs in a slight depression, normally adjacent to a log.
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From the Field cont’d
My First Field Season
Photos and story by Rebecca Lewis
The first time a Red-headed Woodpecker responded to a
playback was unforgettable. It flew from a nearby stand
of aspen trees and called against the “intruder”, its radiant
red head shimmering in the sun. While searching for
Sprague’s Pipit one morning, we pulled over to behold a
bird that was the most brilliant shade of blue I had ever
seen, the Mountain Bluebird. One overcast morning, we
watched a Great Gray Owl scour the grass from atop a
stump. Equally exhilarating was the first time I saw a
Sora, cautiously picking its way through the cattails. To
see such an elusive creature that, until then, I had seen
only in photographs, gave me goose bumps.

Field work is always full of surprises, and yielded no
shortage of mammal sightings; a black bear with cubs
eating dandelions, an American (pine) marten, countless
white-tailed deer and snowshoe hare, elk, moose, fox,
and others. One morning a fine mist began falling and a
fog set in during a point count. I looked up and realised
that an elk had emerged from the woods a mere twenty
meters from me. Not wanting to startle him, I stood still
until he noticed me and walked unhurriedly up the trail.
On another calm morning a moose appeared on the road,
sniffed the air, and walked by me, back into the bush.

Every day presented something new and interesting. I
completed a point count next to a red fox den with five
young kits, I flushed a Black-crowned Night-Heron out
of some reeds, saw Swainson’s and Ferruginous Hawks,
Western Kingbirds, and Cattle Egrets. Horned Larks were
often heard but were seldom seen, and Cedar Waxwings
were everywhere. Sometimes the flooding created
diverse habitat in which grassland birds like Savannah,
Song and Vesper Sparrows sang among Marsh and Sedge
Wrens, Nelson’s Sparrows and American Bitterns.

The wonderful birds and mammals aside, no field season
is complete without some difficulty. The extreme
flooding of southern Manitoba created daily problems
like washed-out roads, mud pools, closed bridges, long
detours and, as you might imagine, getting the truck stuck
in mud. We experienced a flat tire, broken bicycle
brakes, getting locked inside a campground, and other
misadventures. We also encountered much generosity
and hospitality along the way, from camping in
backyards, free meals, gifts, a trip to botanical gardens,
and friendly people everywhere.

To the Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas, thank you for my giving me a memorable first field season.
I am already looking forward to next summer.

Rheanna Fraser
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Remote Atlassing Adventures
Atlassing at Laurie River Lodge by Lynn Lake
By Ken De Smet
Al Mickey and myself didn’t really know what we were
getting into when we signed on to go up to Laurie River
Lodge to do some atlassing for ten days in late June, but it
sounded like fun. Summers are already incredibly busy
but you really need to fit opportunities like this in, so we
did! We hoped there was a solid plan for what to do all
laid out for us, and Bonnie had done a lot of the
homework on this. Certainly the owners, Erin and Brent,
were on board and keen to have us come, subsidising
much of the cost of our stay.
It started with the long drive out to Lynn Lake, which
wasn’t as bad as expected. The following morning Erin
picked us up at Lynn Lake and we flew south a short
distance to Laurie River Lodge. We meet Brent and the
wonderful staff, got a short lesson on how to drive a
fishing boat, and away we went!

It’s hard to separate having a wonderful time at a
gorgeous fishing lodge from putting in the hard work and
long hours required to get as many squares completely
surveyed (20 hours and 15 point counts per square) as
possible, but we quickly appreciated the task ahead. We
were usually able to do 15 point counts before enjoying
some coffee and breakfast at the lodge. In the late
morning and early afternoon we would head out to a
different part of the lake for more atlassing. We generally
packed a bag lunch, prepared for us by the lodge staff,
and returned to the lodge by mid-to-late afternoon for
some organisational time, a quick nap, or whatever. We
found it nice to have dinner with the paying guests – they
always wanted to see what we had found and it was
interesting to hear all the fishing stories for the day.

Evenings were variable. If we’d had a decent nap, we
headed out to do some birding until near dark (which was
almost midnight there). It was a great time of day to
catch the evening chorus. We tried a lot of owl calling on
these ventures, and were rewarded one evening when a
Northern Hawk Owl came screaming in, perched on a
treetop above us, and glared down at us.
Although Laurie River itself touched on 5 or 6 squares,
by the last few days, we had gotten familiar enough with
portages to other lakes that we knew how to access many
more squares. On our last day we ventured into new
lakes and cleaned up missing point counts. Though it took
us until 4 pm to get back to the lodge thanks to high
waves, changing gas tanks, and a lot of walking and
boating, we had enough time for Al to have a welldeserved nap; I headed out to try my hand at fishing near
camp for an hour or so.
C. Artuso

While we had a number of great bird sightings and
somewhat unexpected southern and northern birds, we
were both amazed at just how quiet much of the woods
were at that latitude. We’d told Brent and Erin that we’d
try to get a list of 75 species for the area and we ended up
exceeding that by 5-10 species, despite the quiet!
If you ever get a chance to head out and do some birding
in a remote area, don’t miss it! During the off-season,
we’re all going to be stepping up efforts to find various
ways of getting atlassers into remote areas of central and
northern Manitoba, so PLEASE let us know if you are at
all interested. There are various degrees of effort required
depending on the type of area and trip you are on, but the
rewards are great. Atlas on everyone!!
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Remote Atlassing Adventures cont’d
Atlassing by Canoe in the Bloodvein River
by Angie Williams
My husband, Ken, and I began our adventure on the
border between Ontario and Manitoba, according to the
sign in the middle of Artery Lake. Our first bird was a
Song Sparrow and next a Turkey Vulture, which was not
even supposed to breed there. We paddled across the lake
to our first navigational decision: left or right? We went
left, and got stuck on a rock shelf. We left our calling
card, a scrape of green paint from our canoe, amidst the
cards of several other boats on the rock, and continued in
search of birds. When we realised our GPS was fried on
our first morning of point counts, we wondered if these
misadventures were a sign of things to come.
The Bloodvein River is 220 km long and has roughly 77
portages (depending on water levels and one’s
fearlessness). As we were not equipped to run rapids and
since I am a chicken, we usually chose to portage. A few
times, the rapids were small and straight enough that we
could grit our teeth and run them. Ken was elated
whenever we did this, having the time of his life.
Originally, we had anticipated finding birds while
portaging, as has been the case on other trips we've taken.
What we didn't consider, however, was that most of the
portages along the Bloodvein are 150 m or less, too near
the noise of running water. The really long portages
actually yield better birding. The best portage was 450 m
of nice, flat trail through beautiful woods, with a family
of Golden-crowned Kinglets foraging. Another long
portage yielded a Canada Warbler carrying food.

Paddling along one day, we spotted Barn Swallows.
Wondering where they might nest with no barns in sight,
we started noticing nests tucked up in the rocky cliffs that
make up much of the shoreline. Some of those nests held

Jill Larkin

Rheanna Fraser

Barn Swallow chicks, others, Eastern Phoebes. We also
saw a family of Bank Swallows, but did not see where
they were nesting. Another day, we paddled past a jack
pine bent under the weight of a Bald Eagle nest.
On our last morning, we headed into what was supposed
to be a large wetland, but was yet another of many dried
up beaver ponds. We parked our canoe at a decrepit
beaver dam, got out for a look, and heard it sing: an
Olive-sided Flycatcher. I spent the next hour stalking that
bird, until finally I was able to see it and ascertain its
activities. When I returned to the boat to excitedly tell
Ken, he said that it had flown near him earlier.
Ken
and
Angie
after
their
paddle

One lifer I was hoping to see was Black-billed Magpie.
Ken said that one would likely be in Bloodvein Village at
the end of the river, and he was right. As soon as we
stepped onto dry land, there was a Black-billed Magpie
sitting in a tree, troubling a Yellow Warbler.
After we returned home, our friends all asked us, “Did
you have a nice vacation? Did you have fun?”. If your
idea of “fun” is to endure bugs, mud, gruelling portages,
and uncertain weather and directions, all with the goal of
finding more cool birds and visiting beautiful places that
most people will never see, then atlassing by canoe is fun.
Yes! We had fun!
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Remote Atlassing Adventures cont’d
An Arctic Adventure
Photos and story by Vic Reimer
As we journeyed towards Thompson,
we noted a few unusual birds north of
their expected range, like the Turkey
Vulture. We also noted a number of
birds on nests, like Osprey. Of course,
there had to be stops at beautiful Little Limestone Lake
and stunning Pisew Falls!
After spending the night in Thompson, we left on an early
90-minute flight and arrived in North Knife Lake. As we
meandered our way to the lodge from the airstrip-esker,
we were greeted by the song of a Nashville Warbler. We
knew from that point on that it would be an interesting
trip! The Nashville Warbler was still singing when we left
ten days later!
Doug, Mike, and the guides were quick to inform us
about interesting birds in the area. Thanks to them, we
found Bald Eagle nests, Surf Scoters, and a Boreal Owl
nest. Unfortunately, the owls had fledged about three
days before our arrival; however, Doug had excellent
photos. Mike Reimer’s son found a pair of American
Kestrels dead in their chimney, which they showed us
upon our arrival.
North Knife Lake stretches 40 km north to south,
surrounded by black spruce and flat terrain. The Nashville
Warbler was just a first taste, as we continued finding
unexpected birds. A pair of Hooded Mergansers, Black
Scoter, Pacific Loon, many large Common Tern colonies,
and the unique drill marks of a Yellow-bellied Sapsucker
in a rare birch tree. Here we managed a total of 62
species; 11 confirmed, 24 probable, 26 possible, and 1
observed (not in suitable breeding habitat).

During our stay at North Knife Lake, Doug Webber was
kind enough to take a break from his busy schedule to fly
us further north to Schmock Lake. Flying low due to bad
weather, we caught sight of several pairs of Tundra
Swans on the way. We had originally intended to visit
Commonwealth Lake, but decided against it upon
discovering that it was still largely covered by ice.
Arriving in cold rain, dressed in full rain gear, toques, and
mitts, we immediately set off looking for birds!
Although we had access to a boat for transportation,
much of our time was spent walking from one location to
another. Moving around was often rather challenging, but
the results were always rewarding! For example, shortly
after getting out onto the water, Lee noticed a jaeger on
the horizon. Upon closer scrutiny, it turned out to be a
Long-tailed Jaeger! Interestingly, this bird was close to its
known range, opening up the possibility of this species
breeding in the province of Manitoba.
Schmock Lake, located about 10km south of Nunavut, is
like nowhere else in the province! With exposed
Canadian Shield, large rolling hills, sparse and stunted
black spruce interspersed with tamarack, snow drifts as
deep as four feet, and otherwise largely open terrain, it
was simply breathtaking! Some of the species we found
here were Horned Lark, Lapland Longspurs, Black
Scoters, nesting Herring Gulls, a pair of Bank Swallows,
northern sparrows, plus many others goodies. We covered
2 squares, 1 point count, and a species list of 44 species; 4
confirmed, 21 probable, 18 possible, and a single Greater
White-fronted Goose.
All in all, it was a fantastic trip! To others who have a
hankering for adventure and a little adversity, I highly
recommend that you sign up for remote atlassing!
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Remote Atlassing Adventures cont’d
Atlassing from Big Sand Lake Lodge
Photos and story by Richard Staniforth
Six days of bird atlassing at Big Sand Lake mid-June with Rudolf Koes, started and ended with transportation doubts
thanks to weather, but the “in-between” was superb. Big Sand Lake is in north-west corner of Manitoba, between
Lynn Lake and South Indian Lake. Like most of northern Manitoba, it is a region of lakes and extensive boreal forest.
Unlike most of Manitoba, it has huge amounts of sand - sand originally deposited about 8500 years ago by sub-glacial
rivers, now exposed as high, wind-swept esker ridges that snake across the terrain for many kilometers between bogs
and lakes. What a contrast; the eskers are dry, well-drained and dominated by jack pines, bearberry and lichens
whereas the surrounding forest is a muskeg of black spruce, Labrador tea and sphagnum moss.
The first day gave us a key bird – Mew Gull. We were sitting on a cliff top when
two smallish gulls landed in the water directly beneath us. At first their heads were
directed away from us and we could not see the critical beak colour. At last, one
turned in our direction and there it was – a pale yellow, unmarked bill. A “highfive” was instantaneous! After this fortunate observation, other exciting birds
came to us regularly; Arctic Terns, a colony of Common Terns, the nest of a
Black-backed Woodpecker, Merlin’s nests with eggs, a nest of a Common Loon,
Rusty Blackbirds foraging for food at the water’s edge, a large flock of Whitewinged Crossbills feeding in the burnt jack pine forest, Northern Waterthrushes
and Red-breasted Mergansers at every stop, an agitated pair of Olive-sided
Flycatchers, a flock of White-winged Scoters, and the squeaks and trills of a dozen
warblers and sparrows. The surprises were many! Amongst the 82 species that we
encountered were several that we had not expected; Upland Sandpiper, Redwinged Blackbird, a pair of Eastern Kingbirds, Clay-colored and Savannah
Sparrows. What were they doing so far out of range or habitat?
We were only to see two kinds of mammals; a cow moose and a river otter. The moose
was swimming from an island to the shore as we came around a headland in the boat. We
saw her long ears projecting like a pair of shoes above the waves even before we could
see her head. She promptly about-turned and returned to the island then clambered out
onto the rocks, shook herself like a dog, spraying the air with a sunlit shower of golden
water droplets and then quietly slid into the willows and alders. We were to see neither
wolf nor black bear, but their tracks were on every sandy beach and mud trail that we
hiked. We saw no reptiles, but wood frogs were spotted and heard on several occasions
and a single boreal chorus frog trilled out one evening.
For me it was the old-world swallowtail that was the most special of all Big Sand Lake
butterflies that we were to see. I had missed it in the UK where I had grown up and
where this is one of the largest and most magnificent of butterflies species. Over there, it
was both very local and very rare, so it was a red-letter “lifer” for me to see one at last.
The other butterflies that I could identify at Big Sand Lake were a single mourning cloak,
Freija fritillaries, brown elfins, northern cloudy-wings, northern pearl crescents, spring
azures and Canadian tiger swallowtails.

Big Sand Lake Lodge is owned and operated by the people of South Indian Lake in Sands Lake Provincial Park.
Rudolf and I were extremely fortunate to have had the opportunity to enjoy the generous hospitality of Rick and his
friendly staff and we thank Bonnie Chartier and Christian Artuso for allowing the trip to come in our direction.
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Remote Atlassing Adventures cont’d

Remote Atlassing in “The Lap of Luxury”
by Alvin Dyck, photographs by Ron Bazin
When Ron Bazin and I were asked if we would be
interested in travelling to Kississing Lake to do some
remote atlassing, we both jumped at the chance! I
immediately checked out the Kississing Lake Lodge
website and realised that though the location was remote,
the equipment, accommodations, food and service would
be first class (and they were). In short, a field researchers
dream!
We arrived at the float base in Flin Flon on the evening of
July 5th and accompanied a load of groceries on a short,
bumpy flight to the lodge (Ron comforted a box of onions
on his lap). After a brief orientation and a first sampling
of their fine desserts, we consulted maps, prepared gear
and planned for our first day on the water.
Kississing Lake is vast with islands, arms and bays that
stretch out in all directions and seem to go on forever.
Were it not for our GPS units, topographic maps and
Ron's excellent navigation skills, we would likely still be
there. In all, the lake encompasses around twelve atlas
squares, including one priority square which was the
initial focus of our efforts.

For the first three days we had excellent weather for point
counting and atlassing. We targeted specific habitat types,
landed the boat and walked into the woods a distance
before completing the count. On some wetlands we were
able to motor our way up narrow channels and do counts
directly from the boat. The rest of the day was spent
doing general atlassing while exploring this beautiful
area. On the morning of the fourth day we were greeted
on the water by strong winds and rain. As we sat out the
worst of it we watched in awe as briefly the wind
whipped up water into a small funnel that raced by us.
There are many highlights from this trip. We were both
pleased to find 81 different bird species in total. One
windy day we were astounded by a "raft" of about 85
adult Common Loons that seemed to be feeding as they
drifted by. We encountered an old burn and were
surprised by the diversity of species that inhabited it. One
morning around sunrise we spotted a woodland caribou
cow and calf swimming across a wide channel.
The very early mornings and long days were made easy
by the friendly, hard-working staff at Kississing Lake
Lodge. So, we would like to extend a heart-felt thankyou to them from the "bird-watchers". We would also like
to thank Bird Studies Canada for helping to fund our trip.
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Remote Atlassing Adventures cont’d
Unforgettable Memories: Owl River
by Martin Scott
It immediately conjures up two images – an owl and a
river. Well I got lots of the latter, but no owls. What does
that tell you, not much if we are being honest; maybe
don’t judge a book by its cover. Well the contents of our
Owl River trip certainly shone bright and tell a tale, for
me at least, of the unexpected.
We boarded our train north out of Gillam and arrived
several hours later at Herchmer. We set up camp and
waited for our colleagues from Parks Canada coming
south from Churchill. Between their arrival and the train
heading North, there was time to fit in some birding.
Fellow volunteer and canoe partner, Dave Raitt, and I
walked south following the rail tracks, marvelling at the
feat on engineering beneath us. The low boreal trees
buzzed with noise and song – Harris’s Sparrow, Graycheeked Thrush thrust, and Blackpoll Warblers sang all
around. As the sun dropped, Lesser Yellowlegs marked
their territories from every available vantage point and we
spotted an unexpected Pacific Loon loafing in a nearby
pool. This was going to be fun!
Within just those few hours north from Gillam to
Herchmer, the trees grew more stunted, the habitat
opened out slightly and the birds became ever more
exciting. We had a great benchmark to work from and
now the surveying could start in earnest.
Each morning we’d do point counts for 4 hours, rustle up
a hearty breakfast, then meander downstream for several
hours in our laden canoes. This was the life – no
infrastructure, no music, no Wi-Fi, none of the trappings
of civilisation. Bliss! This was what I had volunteered to
do in Manitoba. This was getting back to nature.

Jill Larkin

Dave Raitt

As a British birder I have been fortunate to have travelled
widely pursuing my avian passion. I always absorb the
moments and take away special memories, but the Owl
River demanded one sponge up the moments – they came
thick and fast. The shear number of skimming Spotted
Sandpipers on every gravel bank and sandbar, the
constant sightings of Bald Eagles, or the days when
Smiths Longspur, Northern Shrike, Rusty Blackbird and
Hudsonian Godwit made their first appearances were just
a few of the many such moments.
By the time we arrived at Hudson Bay we were tired but
so alive on the adrenalin feast from all that we had
experienced. Until you have canoed past caribou and wolf
staring at you from an embankment, or witnessed the
mosaic of sphagnum in the tundra with Short-billed
Dowitchers, Sandhill Cranes and White-winged Scoter all
in a pristine environment, you haven’t experienced the
northern rivers.

Looking back, we covered a whopping 20 km per day on
the water for 10 days; and I would do it all again. Sitting
here now at home, as the sun sets over the Atlantic on the
Scottish west coast, I gaze west with a lump in my throat.
What great times, experiences and friendships my
volunteering brought. I can honestly say that the
Manitoba Bird Atlas has changed my life forever.
Martin Scott is an RSPB Conservation Officer based in
Scotland who volunteered for five weeks on the Atlas
this summer.
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2011 Atlassers

Ken De Smet

Richard Staniforth
Christian Artuso

Trevor Nichols
Erin Penney

Rheanna Fraser
Jen Spallin
Martin Scott
Rebecca
Lewis

Bonnie Chartier
Lee Geisbrecht

Martin Scott
Christian Artuso

David Britton

Denis Funk

David Raitt

Jill Larkin

Joel Kayer

Vic Reimer

Alvin Dyck

Linda Boys

Gary Budyk
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On Our Website

This Spotted Towhee (and partner!) found by Ward
Christianson and Marlene Waldron on territory east of
Virden in July 2011 was noteworthy! Randy Mooi also
found one in the northern Interlake this year!

Try the atlas quiz!

Test your knowledge of
bird behaviour and the application of atlas codes!
A new quiz tool has been installed on the website at:

C. Artuso

http://www.birdatlas.mb.ca/mbdata/atlasquiz.jsp
Below is a small sample to whet your appetite.
The answers on the following page.

Question # 1 of 100. An American Crow is observed
carrying food in its bill in May.

Choose the most appropriate breeding code:
X H S M P T D V A B N NB
NU FY AE FS CF NE NY

DD

Question # 2 of 100. A brood of Wild Turkeys (code FY)
is observed within a few meters of the boundary of a
square, and then crossing over to another square. Do you
report them: A) In both squares? B) In the square where
you first observed them? C) In neither, since you cannot
be sure of the square where they bred?

Question # 4 of 100. A Barn Swallow is observed flying
into a barn.

Choose the most appropriate answer:
A B C

Choose the most appropriate breeding code:
X H S M P T D V A B N NB
NU FY AE FS CF NE NY

Question # 3 of 100. A pair of Yellow Warblers is
occupying a territory which straddles the boundary
between two squares, and the male is observed singing on
both sides of the boundary. In which square do you report
them: A) In both squares? B) In the square where they
spend the most time? C) In neither because you are not
sure where they have their nest?

Question # 5 of 100. An Eastern Wood-Pewee is seen
high up on a branch sitting on a nest, but you cannot
verify the contents.
Choose the most appropriate breeding code:
X H S M P T D V A B N NB DD
NU FY AE FS CF NE NY

Choose the most appropriate answer:
A B C

Question # 6 of 100. A House Wren is seen carrying
small twigs into a nest box.
Choose the most appropriate breeding code:
X H S M P T D V A B N NB
NU FY AE FS CF NE NY

Eastern Towhee

DD

DD

Question # 7 of 100. You find 2 singing male Claycolored Sparrows at 2 sites a few kilometers from each
other within the same square, more than 7 days apart (for
example, one male in mid June and the other in mid July)
Choose the most appropriate breeding code:
X H S M P T D V A B N NB
NU FY AE FS CF NE NY
Bob Shettler

DD
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A Little Extra
1. Correct answer: H For most passerines, an adult carrying
food can be entered as CF. However, corvids (crows, ravens,
jays) and many non passerines (gulls, terns, raptors) will carry
their food over a long distance before consuming it.

2. Correct answer: B While you cannot be absolutely sure of
the square in which they were born, the birds should be
reported in one of the two squares, but not for both. It is easier
to report them in the square where they were first observed.

3. Correct answer: B In most cases when birds breed near the
boundary between two squares, it doesn't matter whether you
report them in one or the other square. If you know or suspect
the location of the nest, you should report them there. If not,
you can report them in the first square where you saw them, or
in the square where they appear to spend most of their time.
You should not report them in both squares, however.

House Wren nestlings

Nella Schmidt

4. Correct answer: V Barn Swallows have a habit of building
their nest inside barns. In this case, it is presumed that a nesting
site is being visited whilst it cannot be confirmed.
5. Correct answer: AE
6. Correct answer: N Code NB should not be used for wrens,
as they can build several dummy nests which are never used.
7. Correct answer: S The code T can only be used for birds
that occupy the same territory 7 or more days apart. In this
case, the sightings were done at 2 different sites.

Dave Raitt

How to Pack for Atlassing by Canoe
by Angie Williams and Rheanna Fraser
1. You can't take all your field guides. Don't even think about it!
Yes, Sibley's would be great, but National Geographic is smaller and lighter (translate: easier to portage.)
2. It is more work, but worth it, to copy your bird song CD's onto an iPod, mp3 player, or iPhone, rather than carry
CD's and CD player.
3. Any recreational items (i.e. novels, sketch pads, horse shoes) are a waste of space and energy, because you'll be
busy enough looking for birds, eating, setting-up and tearing-down camp, canoeing, hiking, portaging, etc.
4. Pens don't work after falling into the river. Bring a couple of spares. Bring pencils. Ditto notepads.
5. Make sure your GPS works before you go or you'll end up carrying around a fancy paperweight the whole trip.
6. Bring spare batteries. And spares of spare batteries. Cold reduces battery life and you can find yourself stuck with
a dead GPS, dead camera, dead cell-phone, and your two sets of spares are – you guessed it – dead.
7. Plastic zip-lock bags are your friends. Put notepads, pens, pencils, ID, small electronics, maps, and anything else
that you’d rather not get wet into zip-lock bags. Even if you never tip, this will also prevent damage from rain.
8. Pack light. Do you really want to carry an oversized pack full of things you never end up using, and a heavy
canoe? See numbers 1, 2, and 3.
9. Although not quite as important as spare batteries, spare socks are worth the extra space and weight.
10. As with pens and electronics, it is wise to protect lighters, matches, and other fire-making tools if you plan to cook
with a stove that does not light itself. Unless, of course, you are Bear Grylls, and can light a fire using wet moss.
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Photo Crop

From Top Left: Eastern Screech-Owl by Al Schritt, Eastern ScreechOwl fledgling by Al Schritt, Cooper’s Hawk by Andrew Lesik, Bald
Eagle by Don Reimer, Great Horned Owl fledgling by Andrew Lesik.
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Photo Crop

From Top Left: Lesser Yellowlegs by Rheanna Fraser, Barn Swallow
nestlings by Jim Duncan, Chipping Sparrow on nest by Lee
Geisbrecht, Eastern Bluebird at nest by Stuart Oikawa, Common
Loon by Don Reimer, Common Tern eggs by Lee Geisbrecht
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Rheanna Fraser

Messages and Contact Information

WILDERNESS ATLASSING IN 2012, ANYONE?
In 2012, the Atlas will make a concerted effort to get good coverage of parts of central and northern
Manitoba without road access. We are currently seeking in-kind assistance from lodges and outfitters
and various other organizations to help us to plan a series of atlassing expeditions, some fly-in, some
boat-access. If you have wilderness experience, or canoe-camping experience and might enjoy a remote
atlassing expedition, please contact Bonnie Chartier or call our toll free number (see contact
information below).
Likewise if you have contacts in the north, or a canoe you could lend us, or any other way in which you
think you could assist us gain access to the vast roadless parts of Manitoba, please get in touch!
We now have several “Song Meters” with powerful recording
equipment so we can even send these with less experienced
The Baillie Fund
birders into wilderness areas and transcribe the data later. In
Remember this year that if you are
2012, the big challenge continues!
Remember:

We want this newsletter to be a voice for all
involved. Please send us your photos, your
stories, your questions, and your feedback!

CONTACT INFORMATION
Christian Artuso (Atlas Coordinator),
Bonnie Chartier (Assistant Coordinator)
The Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas
24-200 Saulteaux Cr, Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3
Tel:
204-945-6816 or 204-945-7758
Toll-free:
1-800-214-6497
Fax:
204-945-3077
Email:
cartuso@birdscanada.org or
mbatlas@bsc-eoc.org

travelling to a remote area of the
province to atlas, we can cover some of
your expenses (up to a maximum of
$500) through the Baillie Fund (if you
travel > 300 km from home, gas
mileage is reimbursed at $0.20 / km).
Please click on the following icon on
the atlas front page for details:

If you don’t qualify for the Baillie
Fund, please keep any appropriate
receipts ask us for a tax receipt to help
defray your costs.
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Thank you to Volunteers, Partners, and Supporters
THANKS to ALL our 752 registered atlassers, we have achieved great things so far. We also thank all
those individuals and organizations who offered the financial and in-kind support that has made possible
the Atlas’s great progress.

Atlas Partners and Funders:

Atlas Supporters:

